Several planets have been found that orbit their host star on retrograde orbits (spin-orbit angle ϕ > 90
Introduction
Since the discovery of the first exoplanets in the 1990s (e.g. Mayor & Queloz 1995) , more than three thousand exoplanets have been confirmed.
1 Many of these planets differ considerably in their properties (e.g. mass, temperature, and orbital period) from those in the solar system.
One interesting property is the relative alignment or misalignment between the orbital angular momentum vector of an exoplanet and the rotation axis of its stellar host, because it allows the inference of information about the formation and subsequent evolution of the planetary system. One method to measure this misalignment was originally developed by Rossiter and McLaughlin in 1924 for eclipsing binary stars. In the application to exoplanet research, the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect exploits the occultation of part of the rotating stellar surface by a transiting planet. Since the light from the rotating stellar surface is Doppler shifted, a shadowing of a fraction of that light results in a 1 Researches for exoplanets and their orbital properties for this paper have been conducted using the services of exoplanet.eu (Schneider et al. 2011 ) and exoplanets.org (Han et al. 2014) . measurable variation of the radial velocity obtained from the Doppler-shifted light of the star. Together with other parameters of star and planet, this information can be used to determine the projected angle λ between the planetary angular momentum vector and the stellar rotation axis (e.g. Queloz et al. 2000) .
Alternatively, the relative angle between the stellar spin axis and the orbital angular momentum axis can be obtained by exploiting effects of star spot occultations (Nutzman et al. 2011; Oshagh et al. 2013) or gravity darkening (Barnes et al. 2011; Ahlers et al. 2014) . These methods make use of the extensive photometric data bases of the Kepler and CoRoT (Convection, Rotation et Transits plané-taires) missions. For the star spot method, the long-term light curve is used to fit a model of a rotating star with spots to which in turn the transit light curves are fitted. The gravity-darkening method relies on the fact that the stellar surface brightness of fast-rotating stars is higher at the stellar poles than near the equator. This results in characteristic shapes for the transit light curves depending on the spin-orbit alignment. With these methods, not only the projected angle λ, but the true spin-orbit angle ϕ can be obtained.
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At the time of writing, considerable spin-orbit misalignment has been measured for approximately 100 exoplanets (e.g. Fabrycky & Winn 2009; Johnson et al. 2009; Triaud et al. 2010; Moutou et al. 2011; Albrecht et al. 2012; Mancini et al. 2015) . About 15 of these have been found with λ > 90
• (listed in Table 1 ). All planets for which λ has been measured are transiting in front of their host star, that is, their orbits are seen edge-on. The true spin-orbit angle ϕ for 0
• < λ < 90
• is therefore usually also in the range 0
• to 90
• , but may be larger than λ, for 90 • < λ < 180 • , it is usually also in the range 90
• to 180
• , but may be smaller (e.g. Crida & Batygin 2014 ). The probability is therefore high that for these 15 planets with λ > 90
• also ϕ > 90
• , which means that they move on retrograde orbits.
These large misalignments disagree with the assumed formation process for planetary systems, according to which the star and planets form from the same rotating disc of gas and remain unaltered thereafter. This means that either the spin axis of the stars or the orbital angular momenta of the planets have to be changed by some process, either during the formation phase or afterwards.
2 In the literature, different conventions are used for the spinorbit angle. Sometimes it is denoted with ψ, while in other cases, ψ is used for the stellar obliquity. To avoid confusion with the stellar obliquity, and because we use ψ for another quantity, we denote the true spin-orbit angle with ϕ, as did Barnes et al. (2011) and Ahlers et al. (2014) . Since we are here interested in the angle enclosed by these two axes, and not in the absolute orientation of particle orbit and stellar spin axis in space, we consider the smallest angle between the two axes, neglecting any sense of rotation. Therefore, our spin-orbit angles are in the range 0
Misalignment between planetary orbits and stellar rotation axes can already be caused in the planet formation phase by a tilting of the protoplanetary discs relative to the stars. Such a tilting could be caused by long-term interactions with a binary companion Batygin (2012) , close fly-bys of other stars (Bate et al. 2010) , non-coplanar capture of gas to the disc (Thies et al. 2011) , or even a tilting of the stellar rotation axis relative to the disc as a result of an interaction of the stellar magnetic field with the disc (Lai et al. 2011) . Planets forming from these misaligned discs would then also be misaligned.
When the planets have already formed and the protoplanetary discs no longer exist, the planetary orbital angular momenta may be altered directly by other processes such as gravitational scattering between the planets (Chatterjee et al. 2008) or long-term perturbations by a stellar or planetary companion in the form of Kozai-Lidov migration (e.g. Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007) . Although Li et al. (2014) have shown that even the production of counter-orbiting 3 planets is possible, the production of retrogradely orbiting planets has been found to be very difficult in general for these processes (e.g. Naoz et al. 2011; Xue & Suto 2016) .
Another process altering the spin-orbit alignment when the planets have already formed is the perturbation of planetary systems by stellar fly-bys in star clusters (e.g. Malmberg et al. 2011; Hao et al. 2013 ). Hao et al. found in their investigations that at the end of the simulations, a small fraction of planets moved on retrograde orbits. In the par-3 Similar to Xue & Suto (2016) , we use here the term 'counterorbiting' for those planets with ϕ ≈ 180
• to distinguish them from 'retrograde' planets with ϕ > 90
• . For practical reasons, we denote all orbits with 170
• ≤ ϕ ≤ 180
• as 'counter-orbiting'. ticular case they investigated, < 5% of the planets were finally on retrograde orbits around their host star. Similar to Hao et al. (2013) , we investigate here the production of retrograde planetary orbits by the perturbation of a planet that is initially and finally bound to its host star by the fly-by of another star. While Hao et al. (2013) have shown that the production of retrograde orbits by stellar fly-bys is in principle possible, we explicitly specify the conditions leading to counter-orbiting planets such as HAT-P-14b. Additionally, we determine the occurrence rate of counter-orbiting planets depending on the fly-by parameters and the initial conditions of the perturbed bodies.
In Sect. 2 the numerical method is explained and a special reference frame is introduced that is used throughout the paper to depict perturbed particle trajectories. In Sect. 3 the trajectories leading to particles that counterorbit their host are explained for some sample mass-ratios. Then the probabilities for these trajectories are analysed first for coplanar fly-bys and then averaged over the inclinations of the perturber orbit. In Sect. 4 the limitations of the method are discussed. Finally, in Sect. 5 the potential applicability of the results to the retrograde bodies in the solar system is considered.
Method
We performed three-dimensional, purely gravitational, numerical three-body simulations of interactions between mass-less tracer particles and two massive objects. The tracer particles initially orbit on circular Keplerian orbits around an object with mass M h . Here and in the following, variables with the index 'p' denote properties of the perturber or its orbit, while variables with index 'h' denote properties of the host, and variables without index usually refer to the particle.
This initial configuration is perturbed by the fly-by of another object with mass M p = m · M h on a parabolic orbit with pericentre distance of r p,peri = 1. The initial positions of the mass-less particles are given in virtual pericentre positions (VPP), which are the positions where the particles would be without the perturbation at the moment of the pericentre passage of the perturber. This is analogous to the well-known impact parameter for scattering processes that defines an initial condition through the distance at which the particle would pass the target if it were not influenced. For a more detailed description of the VPP space, see Breslau et al. (2017a) .
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The initial distance between the host and the perturber, r p,init , is determined by defining a maximum relative initial force influence of the perturber on the particle compared to the force from the host of
Here, the value = 10 −4 was chosen. For a given orbital eccentricity, e p , the true anomaly θ p,init can be found from r p,init using the relation
4 To improve readability, we correct here a small inconsistency in Breslau et al. (2017a) : in the method, all lengths in that paper were scaled with rp,peri. Later on, for example rvpp/rp,peri was used even though rvpp would have been sufficient. Here, we omit the /rp,peri where possible.
Because of the parabolic orbit of the perturber, here e p = 1. The time of flight from the initial position of the perturber to pericentre is given by
with the standard gravitational parameter for the two-body problem µ = G(M h + M p ) and the eccentric anomaly E. The initial position of the particle follows then from the sampled VPP (x vpp and y vpp or r vpp and θ vpp , respectively) according to
with ω 0 = GM h /r 3 vpp being the Keplerian velocity at r vpp around the host. The trajectory of each particle was integrated individually with the adaptive LSODA integrator from the ODE-PACK library (Hindmarsh 1983) . The trajectory integration was ended when the particle had settled into a stable orbit around host or perturber, or departed from the centre of mass on a stable hyperbolic orbit. An orbit was defined as stable when the orbital elements did not change more than 1% for δt = (t peri − t init )/50. A more detailed description can be found in Breslau et al. (2017a) .
Our simulations are pure gravitational interactions of point-like particles, thus the host star has no internal angular momentum and therefore no spin axis. We define the low-mass particle initial orbital angular momentum axis (the z-axis) and the host spin axis to be initially aligned. The final spin-orbit angle ϕ is then determined by measuring the final angle between the particle orbital angular momentum and this axis.
Timescale
For convenience, we define t = 0 as the moment of the perturber pericentre passage. As a reference duration, we use the time needed for the perturber to move 90
• along its orbit after pericentre passage. The distance d between host and perturber 90
• after pericentre passage is d = 2 r p,peri for a parabolic orbit. Because this point (at (0, 2)) is known as semilatus rectum, we denote it as SLR, the point 90
• before pericentre passage (at (0, -2)) as −SLR. The time that the perturber needs from pericentre to SLR, we denote with t slr , which is given by
Depiction of particle trajectories
In this work, our aim is among other things to show trajectories of perturbed particles. The widely used method of plotting the coordinates of particle, host, and perturber in normal space has two disadvantages: On the one hand, it is difficult to represent the temporal development of the involved particles. Even when we plot, for example, in the host centred reference frame, the positions of two objects have to be shown for every time step. For an average perturbed particle trajectory, these positions have to be shown Fig. 1 : Interaction where the particle is captured by the perturber in a prograde, coplanar, parabolic fly-by in the R3F. The green circle, blue triangle, and red square mark the positions of the particle for t = −t slr , t = 0, and t = t slr respectively. The definition of the Cartesian coordinates of the R3F, χ and Ψ, can be found in Sect. A in the Appendix.
for several time steps, either with one image showing two coordinates for every time step or by combining them into one image showing two trajectories. These trajectories usually cross each other. Another difficulty arises from the huge difference in scale throughout the perturbation process. The factor between the full picture and the smallest detail of the interaction may span several orders of magnitude.
Here we use instead a rotating and rescaling reference frame (R3F) (see e.g. Hadjidemetriou & Christides 1975) , which makes it possible to show the entire fly-by and circumvents the above-described difficulties. For each time step, first the coordinates of host, perturber, and particle are scaled such that the distance between host and perturber equals one (1). Then the whole frame is shifted and rotated until the host is in (0, 0) and the perturber in (1, 0). The resulting Cartesian coordinates we denote with χ and Ψ. See Sect. A in the Appendix for a brief definition or, for example, Alvarez et al. (2006) for a more formal derivation.
After the transformation to this reference frame, only one time-dependent coordinate remains, illustrating the movement of the particle. Initially, the particle moves very closely around the host, the scaled initial orbital radius is < 1/30 for m = 0.1, for instance. Only relatively shortly before pericentre passage of the perturber may the particle leave the region with r = 1 around the host. Because of the automatic rescaling of the R3F, the interactions of the particle with host and perturber close to the pericentre passage of the perturber are usually as well visible as the asymptotic settling of the particle either into a bound orbit around host or perturber, or into an unbound orbit. Figure 1 shows an exemplary interaction where the particle is captured by the perturber in the R3F. Showing the capture of a particle by the perturber is especially difficult in normal space because in general, neither the host-centred frame nor the perturber-centred frame alone can be used • ) depending on the inclination of the perturber orbit and the perturber mass.
to show the full trajectory. The blue triangle marks the position of the particle when the perturber is in pericentre (t = 0), the green circle and red square show the positions of the particle for t = −t slr and t = t slr , respectively. The crosses mark the particle positions from t = −2 t slr to t = 2 t slr in steps of dt = 0.2 t slr .
In the case shown here, the particle moves counterclockwise around the host while the perturber approaches (spiral movement around the host). When the perturber reaches pericentre at t = 0 (particle position at that time indicated by the blue triangle), the particle approaches the region that is gravitationally dominated by the perturber. The particle enters the gravitational field of the perturber and starts orbiting the perturber counter clockwise while the perturber departs.
For a given mass-ratio between host and perturber and eccentricity of the perturber orbit, the position of the perturber can be determined for every time t. With this information, the particle position in the R3F (given by χ and Ψ) can be transformed back into the time-dependent coordinates in normal space of all three objects.
Results
Even though Hao et al. (2013) have shown that the production of retrograde planetary orbits through fly-bys is in general possible, the total number of retrograde planets they found in their study (i.e. 5) is far too low to obtain reliable statistics concerning the general probability and parameter Table 2 : Probability for a particle with 0.1 < r init < 10 to become counter-orbiting depending on mass ratio and inclination of the perturber orbit.
dependence of such processes. Therefore, we first examine the effect of a fly-by on a population of planets.
Total probabilities for retrograde orbits from fly-bys
Fly-bys that may change the orbits of planets only occur with a significant probability in young star clusters where the stellar density is sufficiently high (age up to ≈ 10 Mry, see also discussion in Sect. 4). Since the exoplanets observed so far are, in contrast, relatively old (from hundreds of Myr up to several Gyr), models derived from the observed orbital radius distribution (e.g. Clanton & Gaudi 2016) are not suitable for a direct comparison. The synthesis of planet populations, on the other hand, is a very complex process depending on a large number of parameters (see e.g. Baruteau et al. 2016 , and references therein). This field is still in a very early stage, and ready-to-use algorithms for the creation of populations a few Myr old are not yet available. Therefore, we naively assume in the following that the initial orbital radii of planets are equally distributed. This distribution is motivated by the 1/r mass surface density distribution, which is often considered a good compromise for simulations of protoplanetary discs (e.g. Steinhausen et al. 2012 , and references therein). The 1/r mass surface density distribution corresponds to equal masses per radial bin.
We assume a population of planets with orbital radii between 1 au and 100 au that is perturbed by a fly-by of a star on a parabolic orbit with pericentre distance of 10 au. This translates into initial radii as defined in Sect. 2 of 0.1 < r init < 10. To use the full information of our simulation data, we place one planet in each bin of our data grid. This is spanned by 180 angular and 228 radial bins, resulting in a population of 41040 planets. All planets are initially on circular orbits. For the orbit of the perturber, we consider inclinations from 0
• to 180 • in steps of 10 • . To improve the resolution for almost coplanar perturbations, we also include inclinations of 1
• , 5
• , 175
• , and 179
• . Inclinations of the orbit of the perturber are throughout measured relative to the plane of the orbiting planet (the x-y-plane). The ascending node always lies on the positive x-axis. Because of the otherwise much larger size of the parameter space, we consider here only an argument of periapsis of ω = 0. Thus, the pericentre of the perturber orbit is always on the positive x-axis. Figure 2a shows the total probability for a planet from our sample population to end up on a retrograde orbit (ϕ > 90
• ) around its host depending on the inclination of the perturber orbit for three representative sample mass-ratios: m = 0.1 as an example for a low-mass perturber, m = 20.0 for a high-mass perturbation, and the equal-mass case with m = 1.0. We emphasise that our spin-orbit angles are in the m retrograde counter-orbiting i ≤ 90
0.22 % 0.08 % 0.02 % 0.01 % 1.0 11.96 % 9.86 % 0.84 % 0.32 % 20.0 10.21 % 11.60 % 1.57 % 1.25 % Table 3 : Probability to form retrograde (ϕ > 90
• ) or counter-orbiting (ϕ > 170
• ) particles for prograde (i ≤ 90 • ) and retrograde (i ≥ 90
• ) fly-bys depending on the massratio.
range 0
• . It can be seen that no simple trend exists between the three mass-ratios. The probability for m = 0.1 is significantly non-zero only for perturber orbits with inclinations i < 10
• and i > 175
• . For m = 20.0, the probability is ≈ 8 % for i ≈ 0
• and i ≈ 180
• and has a maximum in between of ≈ 17 % for i ≈ 110
• . For m = 1.0, the probability is much more complicated. It starts at ≈ 13 % for i ≈ 0
• , decreases then to ≈ 8 % for i ≈ 30
• , rises again to ≈ 13-15 % for 60
• ≤ i ≤ 130
• , and falls to an absolute minimum of ≈ 3 % for i ≈ 160
• before it rises again to ≈ 5 % for i ≈ 180
• .
We note that for the two coplanar cases, i = 0
• and i = 180
• , the problem is just two-dimensional, while it is three-dimensional for all other inclinations. The excitation of misalignment between host star and planet in the threedimensional case is not very surprising. Since the perturber does not move in the same plane as the particle, it may add some momentum to the z-velocity component of the particle. This causes the final orbital plane of the particle to differ from the initial one. As also the original x-and y-components of the particle velocity are affected, the final particle orbit may be retrograde.
In the coplanar cases, in contrast, the excitation of retrograde orbits must occur in the plane, because none of the involved particles has any z-velocity component. As a consequence, in these cases, the retrograde particles do not just have ϕ > 90
• but ϕ = 180
• and are thus counter-orbiting. Figure 2b shows the probabilities to produce counter-orbiting (ϕ ≥ 170
• ) particles depending on the mass ratio and the perturber inclination. It can be seen that the probability is very low (< 2%) for perturber orbits with inclinations 10
• ≤ i ≤ 170
• for all three sample massratios. Only close to i = 0
• are the probabilities significantly higher. The approximate values for i = 0
• for all three mass ratios are summarised in Table 2 .
The total probabilities to form retrograde (ϕ > 90
• ) fly-bys are listed in Table 3 . The values were obtained by integrating the data illustrated in Figs. 2a and 2b with the trapezoidal rule. The only case where the probability of the creation of a retrograde orbit is higher for a retrograde fly-by than for a prograde fly-by is for a high-mass perturber (m = 20.0). In all other cases the probabilities are higher for prograde fly-bys.
The production of retrograde objects in retrograde, coplanar fly-bys (Table 2 , i = 180
• ) seems relatively straightforward. Because the particles are attracted by the perturber and thus dragged along its orbit, it was to be expected to find some particles finally on orbits with the same orientation of angular momentum as the perturber. The probability for this case increases with the mass ratio.
However, the production of retrograde objects in prograde coplanar fly-bys (Table 2 , i = 0
• ), especially even The green circles, blue triangles, and red squares mark the positions of the particles for t = −t slr , t = 0, and t = t slr , respectively. The definition of the Cartesian coordinates of the R3F, χ and Ψ, can be found in Sect. A in the Appendix.
with a significantly higher probability than in retrograde coplanar fly-bys in the equal-mass case, is rather surprising. Therefore, we now more closely examine the particle trajectories that end in retrograde orbits around the host in the case of prograde, coplanar perturbations. Using VPP maps like in Breslau et al. (2017a) , we determine the initial conditions of these trajectories. Figure 3 shows VPP maps for the region with r vpp < 5 perturbed by prograde, coplanar (i = 0 • ) fly-bys with the three sample mass-ratios. The colours in the maps indicate the final fate of the particles after the fly-by depending on their VPPs. Particles with VPPs in the blue and red regions remain bound to the host. Particles from the blue regions are finally on prograde orbits, and particles from the red regions on retrograde orbits. Particles from the grey regions are removed from the host, either by being captured by the perturber or by becoming unbound. The thick black lines show the interaction orbit of the perturber (see Breslau et al. 2017a ). Figure 3 shows that whereas for fly-bys of a low-mass perturber most particles remain on prograde orbits, the situation is different for m = 1.0 and m = 20.0. In the following, a representative sample trajectory is shown in the R3F for each (major) region from which particles end up on retrograde orbits around the host.
Particle trajectories ending in retrograde orbits

Low-mass perturbation
For the mass-ratio of m = 0.1, there are two different mechanisms that cause particles to be perturbed onto retrograde orbits around their host star. The interactions for these cases are shown in Fig. 4 . The initial conditions for the interactions shown in Fig. 4 are shown in Figure 3a by the black dots labelled A and B. All particles from the red regions around these dots undergo similar interactions with host and perturber. Figure 4a shows the interaction for a particle with VPPs of x vpp = 1, y vpp = −3. It can be seen that the particle moves counter clockwise around the host while the perturber approaches, then it undergoes a close clockwise interaction with the perturber before t = −t slr (particle position at t = −t slr indicated by the green dot). We note that the position of the perturber at t = −t slr in normal space would be (0, -2). When the perturber is in pericentre at t = 0 (particle position at that time indicated by blue triangle), the particle is on a retrograde orbit around the host, passing the host on the opposite side from the perturber. Shortly before t = t slr (particle position at that time indicated by the red square), the particle passes between host and perturber and remains on a retrograde, elliptical orbit around the host while the perturber departs (indicated by the elongated spiral movement of the particle towards the host).
The particles from region B undergo a different series of interactions, as shown in Fig. 4b for a particle with VPPs of x vpp = 0, y vpp = 4.1. Because of the strong zoom, the coloured reference points are outside the shown region. Their positions are approximately indicated by the arrows. At t = −t slr (indicated by the green dot and arrow), the particle is almost at the opposite side of the host from the perturber, with approximately twice the distance from the host as the perturber. Because of the initial orbital radius of the particle of r init = 4.1, the particle pursues its orbit relatively unperturbed, while the perturber passes pericentre and moves to SLR. After t = 2 t slr , the perturber catches up with the particle and follows it roughly on its orbit. During that time, the perturber attracts the particle, decelerates it, and accelerates it again into the opposite direction. By that time, the influence of the perturber on the particle is no longer significant. In contrast to the particles from region A, the particles from region B become retrograde in an interaction with the perturber while the perturber is already departing from pericentre. As shown above, the probability for a particle with 0.1 < r init < 10.0 to undergo an interaction of type A or B with host and perturber is approximately 3%, if all r init between 0.1 and 10.0 are equally likely.
Equal-mass perturbation
For the case of an equal-mass perturber, the regions from which particles are excited onto retrograde orbits are shown in Fig. 3b . The interactions for this case are very similar to the interactions for case m = 0.1. The interactions for region C are similar to those for region A. The only significant difference is that the particle does not pass between host and perturber after the pericentre passage of the perturber, but passes the perturber outside its orbit. The interactions for regions D and E are very similar to those for region B. The only significant differences here are the scales. For the sake of completeness, the interactions in the R3F are shown together with the full descriptions in Sect. B in the Appendix. The total probability for a particle to move on a trajectory similar to the cases C, D, or E is approximately 13%, as shown above.
High-mass perturbations
In case of a high-mass perturber, the perturbation process is different. Because of the high mass-ratio, the perturber rests at almost the centre of mass and the perturbation can be regarded as the host moving on a parabolic orbit around the perturber. Therefore, the interactions of the particles with host and perturber are different from the low-mass and equal-mass case (see also Breslau et al. 2017a) .
Since the host moves around the almost resting perturber, the particles from the left half of Fig. 3c , and especially the cases F and G, move approximately ahead of the host while approaching pericentre. Figures 5a and 5b show the interactions for these cases in the rotating reference frame.
For case F, the particle moves slightly ahead of the host with a slightly larger distance from the perturber than the host. When the host is at pericentre (particle position denoted by the blue triangle in Fig. 5a ), the particle has almost twice the distance from the perturber than the host. Therefore, the host passes between particle and perturber. Between t = 0 and t = t slr , the particle follows the host and catches up with it. Shortly after t = t slr , it passes between host and perturber and then enters an eccentric, retrograde orbit around the host.
The particle for case G moves ahead of the host while approaching pericentre and passes the perturber already before t = −2t slr . When the host passes SLR (particle position indicated by the red square), the particle is far ahead of the host. Then the host catches up with the particle, however, and passes between particle and perturber, forcing the particle into a retrograde orbit.
The particles from the right half of Fig. 3c , and especially cases H and I, move approximately behind the host while approaching pericentre. Figures 5c and 5d show the interactions for these cases in the rotating reference frame.
In case H, the particle moves far behind the host while approaching pericentre. When the host passed SLR (particle position indicated by red square), the particle did not yet pass the line between perturber and −SLR. After moving around the perturber, the particle follows the host on a similar trajectory and with a similar velocity, but heading slightly left to the host. After a relatively long time, the particle settles into a retrograde orbit around the host.
For case I, the particle moves closely behind the host while approaching pericentre. When the host is at pericen- The green circles, blue triangles, and red squares mark the positions of the particles for t = −t slr , t = 0, and t = t slr , respectively. The definition of the Cartesian coordinates of the R3F, χ and Ψ, can be found in Sect. A in the Appendix.
tre, the particle is located approximately between host and perturber, thus moving on a closer and faster orbit around the perturber. The particle moves then ahead of the host for a short time, increases its distance to the perturber and thereby crosses the hosts orbit. When the host reaches SLR, the host passes between particle and perturber, very close to the particle, forcing the particle into a tight, retrograde orbit around itself. The probability for a particle to move on a trajectory similar to cases F to I is approximately 8%.
Radial probabilities for retrograde orbits
The fate of a particle depends on both the initial orbital radius relative to the pericentre distance of the perturber orbit, r init , and its initial angle θ init . Here, we restrict our investigation to material that becomes counter-orbiting or retrograde as a function of r init , starting with an examination of the case of a prograde, coplanar perturbation. Figure 6 shows the probabilities for an object initially on a circular orbit around the host to end up in a prograde or retrograde orbit around the host depending on its initial orbital radius around the host, when perturbed by a coplanar, prograde fly-by. Like before, for a mass ratio of m = 0.1 (see Fig. 6a ), the probability for an object to end up in a retrograde orbit around the host is in general relatively small. For r vpp 2, this probability is zero, for 2 r vpp 10, it is below 5%. In contrast, the probability to remain in a prograde orbit around the host is 100% for r vpp 0.6 and ≈ 80 ± 5% for r vpp 0.6.
For a mass ratio of m = 1 (see Fig. 6b ), the probability to end up in a retrograde orbit around the host is much higher than for m = 0.1 and increases for large r vpp . It is zero for r vpp 0.6 and < 3% for 0.6 r vpp 1.6. For r vpp 4, it is 15 ± 2%, and between r vpp 1.6 and r vpp 4, it is up to 25%. The probability for a prograde orbit, in contrast, is between 25 and 35% for r vpp 4. For r vpp between 3 and 4, the probability for a prograde orbit is even below the probability for a retrograde orbit. We note that the sum does not reach 100% because matter can also become unbound and the fraction of unbound matter becomes larger for higher mass ratios. For a mass ratio of m = 20 (see Fig. 6c ), the probability to end up in a retrograde orbit around the host is again different. For r vpp 2, the probability is < 2%. For 2 r vpp 4.5, the probability increases to ≈ 10%, where it remains up to r vpp = 10. In contrast, the probability to end up in a prograde orbit around the host is 100% for r vpp 0.2. Then it falls to ≈ 2 ± 1% for r vpp ≈ 0.6 and remains there until r vpp ≈ 2. For r vpp 2 the probability rises almost linearly to ≈ 20 ± 2% for r vpp = 10.
For the mass-ratios illustrated, only the low-mass case has a significantly lower chance of producing retrogradely orbiting particles than prograde particles over the radial range illustrated. For the equal-mass case and the highmass case, the probabilities are of the same order of magnitude outside r vpp 0.5-1.0. For the equal-mass case, there is even a radial range for which the probability to form retrogradely orbiting particles is higher than to form progradely orbiting particles (3 r vpp 4). For an object with a certain initial orbital radius r, this means that the probability to end up on a retrograde orbit around the host is only significantly non-zero when the pericentre distance of the perturber orbit is r p,peri r/2. In general, the probability increases for smaller pericentre distances, with a maximum for m = 1.0 being reached at a pericentre distance r p,peri ≈ r/3. However, the probabilities shown in Fig. 6 are only valid for perturbations by a coplanar, prograde perturber -hence 'retrograde' and 'counter-orbiting' are equivalent. In Fig. 2b we have already shown that the probability to produce counter-orbiting objects by a perturbation is significantly non-zero only for inclinations of i = 0
• . Therefore, we now examine the inclination-averaged probability to form counter-orbiting and retrograde particles.
The inclination-averaged probabilities to produce counter-orbiting objects by a fly-by are shown in Fig. 7a for the three mass-ratios. For this plot, data like those shown in Fig. 6 have been integrated over the inclinations of the perturber orbit we used in Sect. 3.1 using the trapezoidal rule and were normalised afterwards. We recall that we only consider arguments of periapsis of ω = 0 throughout this paper. Figure 7a shows that the averaged probability to produce a counter-orbiting object in a perturbation by a perturber with a mass-ratio of m = 0.1 is negligible for the whole considered radial range. For m = 1, this probability is ≈ 0% for r vpp 1.5, has a maximum of ≈ 2% for r vpp ≈ 3.5, and is almost constant ≈ 0.5% for r vpp 5.5. For m = 20, the probability is ≈ 0% for r vpp 1, increases almost linearly up to ≈ 2% at r vpp ≈ 5 with a small peak of almost 3% for r vpp ≈ 2.5, and is almost constant ≈ 2% for r vpp 5. Figure 7b in contrast shows the probabilities of matter to become retrograde in general (ϕ > 90
• ). For m = 0.1, the Notes. Here, m cl is the total cluster mass and r h is the half-mass radius. The mean stellar mass,m * , and the approximate number of solar mass stars, N solar , were calculated based on the mass functions for the respective cluster. Model C2 resembles the "initial" Arches, not the contemporary Arches.
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[1] Hillenbrand & Hartmann (1998) ; [2] Harfst et al. (2010) probability to produce retrograde objects is also negligible over the full radial range. Only at r vpp ≈ 1 is there a small maximum of ≈ 0.7%. For m = 1.0, the probability is ≈ 0% for r vpp 0.5 and then increases to ≈ 14% at r vpp ≈ 4, where it remains until r vpp = 10. For m = 20.0, the probability is ≈ 0% for r vpp 0.2, then increases to almost 15% at r vpp ≈ 1.3, and finally decreases to ≈ 10% at r vpp = 10.
We note that in contrast to the probabilities in Sect. 3.1, these probability distributions are independent of the orbital radius distribution. The total probabilities from Sect. 3.1 can be obtained by convolving these probabilities with the orbital radius distribution. We also note that the probabilities shown here are the probabilities for matter with a certain r vpp to become counter-orbiting or retrograde during a certain fly-by. They hold no information about the probability to find matter with a certain orbital radius after the perturbation.
In summary, fly-bys where the perturber is of similar or higher mass than the host star are generally those most likely to produce planets on retrograde orbits. In these cases, there is even a non-negligible chance to produce counter-orbiting planets with this mechanism. Generally, retrograde and counter-orbiting planets are more likely for high r vpp values, that is, for close fly-bys with a pericentre smaller than the perturbed particles orbits.
Discussion
Here we studied whether stellar fly-bys are able to excite matter that initially orbits a star on prograde orbits to retrograde ones. The numerical method we used is the same as in Breslau et al. (2017a) , therefore, the points of discussion for this method also apply here. To summarise, they are the numerical integrator, the error tolerance of the integrator, and the start and end times of the simulations. In contrast to most similar studies, we integrate the trajectory of each particle individually and in particular end the integration only when the particle has settled again into a stable orbit. Therefore, the effect of the limitations listed above on the integrated trajectories can in general be considered comparable to or even smaller than in similar studies. For further details, we refer to the discussion of Breslau et al. (2017a) .
In this study we consider only the gravitational influence of the two stars on the particles and integrate the trajectories individually. We completely neglect any type of particle-particle interactions and especially viscous effects. Therefore, the method and results can in principle be applied to three cases: (a) a debris disc, (b) the parameter space of possible planetary orbits, and (c) a protoplanetary disc. In the case of the perturbation of a planetary system or a debris disc, neglecting viscous effects is certainly justified. In the case of the perturbation of a protoplanetary disc, this simplification may only be justified for distant or grazing encounters, but not for penetrating ones. Therefore, we wish to give an estimate of how common encounters are for which neglecting viscosity might be a problem.
Most stars are born in stellar clusters (e.g. Lada & Lada 2003) , and most of these stars are initially surrounded by protoplanetary discs. Depending on the stellar density in the cluster, strong gravitational interactions between these young stars may be common. It has been shown that such interactions may result in inclined discs if the perturber orbit is inclined relative to the disc (e.g. Clarke & Pringle 1993; Xiang-Gruess 2016) . Here we have demonstrated that even coplanar interactions might lead to the production of retrogradely orbiting protoplanetary disc matter.
As shown in Sect. 3, the production of counter-orbiting matter (ϕ ≈ 180
• ) is only likely in prograde, coplanar encounters with r p,peri 0.5 r disc . For typical sizes of protoplanetary discs in this evolutionary stage of a few 100 au (e.g. Bally et al. 2000; Andrews et al. 2009 ), this condition would be fulfilled by encounters with r p,peri ≈ 50-100 au. It depends on the type of stellar group whether such encounters occur frequently (see estimate below).
In case of a high-mass perturber, only very little material might remain after such an encounter (r p,peri 0.5 r disc ). For lower mass-ratios (m 1), the remaining prograde matter of the disc will likely dominate (compare Fig. 6 ). For this case, our results are not directly applicable because of the neglected viscous effects. When viscosity is taken into consideration, interactions between the prograde and retrograde components of the disc will dampen the retrograde component and leave only the prograde component, now with less angular momentum than initially (as has been shown e.g. by Pfalzner & Olczak 2007) .
Clusters expand significantly within the first 10 Myr of their development, therefore close interactions become rarer with higher cluster age. Nevertheless, especially for stars in long-lived open clusters, there is a certain chance that they might still have some close interactions. At this stage, gravitational interactions with the other cluster members may influence the orbits of already formed planets. Depending on the encounter parameters, these interactions might result in retrograde or even counter-orbiting planets. The planetary orbits resulting from these interactions may afterwards be altered by long-term processes within the planetary system (e.g. Melita et al. 2005; Malmberg et al. 2011; Punzo et al. 2014) .
The overall probability to produce retrograde or counter-orbiting matter by stellar interactions in stellar Table 5 ). To obtain these values, the number of encounters per solar-mass star per Myr has been multiplied with the approximate number of stars with 0.9 M < m < 1.1 M in these clusters, N solar , from Table 4 . Depending on the size of a protoplanetary disc or an already formed planetary system, fly-bys with 100, 10, or 1 au would fulfil the criterion that r p,peri 0.5 r disc or the orbital radius of a planet. When this criterion is fulfilled, the excitation of retrograde and / or counter-orbiting matter is possible in general. The table shows that only for the Arches model, such fly-bys occur reasonably frequently. In an Arches-like cluster, about ≈ 250 equal-mass fly-bys with r p,peri ≈ 10 au per Myr can be expected. For any cluster like the ONC or with an even lower density, such fly-bys are very unlikely. If all of these fly-bys were parabolic, the probability for the production of retrograde orbits (ϕ > 90
• ) by such an encounter would be about 10%. The probability for the production of counter-orbiting matter (ϕ ≈ 180
• ) by such fly-bys would be only about 1%. In case of a high-mass perturber, the probabilities are slightly higher, in case of low-mass perturbers (m 1), both probabilities are negligible. When considering other than equal-mass encounters, the numbers of encounters per Myr are different. Because of the higher number of low-mass stars, encounters between two of them are always more likely than between two solarmass stars.
For a more detailed statement about the probability to produce retrogradely orbiting matter by stellar encounters in star clusters, especially under consideration of fly-by eccentricities, mass ratios, possibly present residual gas, and the expansion of the cluster, the analysis of the encounter history of the stars in a cluster as performed for instance by Olczak et al. (2006) , , Vincke et al. (2015) , and Portegies Zwart (2016) has to be adopted. Here, the inclinations between perturber orbit and disc have also to be considered (e.g. Kobayashi & Ida 2001; Bhandare et al. 2016) .
Practical consequences
Application to the solar system
Several properties of the solar system indicate that it was severely perturbed by a close fly-by in the past (e.g. Melita et al. 2005; Adams 2010 Kenyon & Bromley 2004) , for example, one important property here is the significant decrease in mass (-density) by a factor of about 1000 (Morbidelli et al. 2003) beyond Neptune at ≈ 30 au. In the context of this paper, the question arises whether such an encounter could also have produced retrograde objects in the solar system.
If the mass drop in the solar system at ≈ 30 au was produced by a prograde, coplanar, parabolic fly-by, Eq. (10) from Breslau et al. (2014) can be used to estimate the pericentre distance of the interaction. The pericentre distance is then given by
For a perturber with a mass of M p = 0.1 M , this results in a minimum estimate for the pericentre distance of r p,peri ≈ 51 au. For the mass-ratios of m = 1.0 and 20.0, we obtain minimum pericentre distances of ≈ 107 au and ≈ 279 au. Figure 8 shows the eccentricities and semi-major axes of the counter-orbiting objects produced in a prograde, coplanar encounter with the above periastron distances for the three mass-ratios. The distribution of final values in the a-e plane (black dots) was obtained by sampling 10000 VPPs with 0.1 < r vpp < 10 for which the final orbit is counterorbiting the host and the final semi-major axis is ≤ 1000 au. Table 6 .
Initial radii of > 1000 au were also rejected. This large number of values has been sampled to obtain a good coverage of the region of the a-e plane, which may be populated by such objects. The final eccentricities and semi-major axes were interpolated from our simulation results and scaled by the above pericentre distances. The vertical green dashed line shows the pericentre distance of the fly-by.
We compare the objects shown in Fig. 8 to the solar system minor bodies with semi-major axes 5 au and inclinations > 140
• . These bodies (see Table 6 ) are shown in Fig. 8 with red circles. The size of a circle indicates the orbital inclination of the respective body: the closer to i=180, the larger the dot. We do not consider the angles between the angular momentum vectors of the minor bodies and the solar spin axis, which would be the true spin-orbit angles, but only the orbital inclinations of the bodies relative to the ecliptic. The maximum difference between the inclination and the spin-orbit angle is ± ≈ 7
• . Because we compare eccentricities and semi-major axes and not inclinations, however, this only has a minor effect here. Even the correct spin-orbit angles would only affect the symbol sizes.
For m = 0.1, the resulting semi-major axes are 70 au. For m = 1.0 and m = 20.0, they are 30 au. For all three mass-ratios the eccentricities and semi-major axes of a few solar system minor bodies have values in a range that might have been produced in such an encounter. The whole distribution of the solar system bodies does not really fit the distributions produced by the encounters with the shown mass ratios, however.
In this context, two things have to be considered: First, there is an observational bias on the known outer solar system bodies towards objects with smaller semi-major axes (e.g. Melita et al. 2005 ). In the future, objects with larger semi-major axes may be found, which might be in agreement with one of the simulated populations. Second, the eccentricities and semi-major axes as produced by an encounter are only distributed as shown shortly after the encounter. Processing the perturbed system by secular evolution for 4 billion years will alter the orbital elements (Punzo et al. 2014) . The processed population might fit the current orbital elements of the solar system minor bodies better. Finally, better fits might be obtainable with inclined fly-bys. This investigation is beyond the scope of this paper, however.
Sample application to a planetary system
As shown in Breslau et al. (2017a) and above, the outcome of a perturbation by a fly-by does not simply depend on the relative initial radii, r init , of the perturbed matter. Instead, the full VPPs have to be considered. For the perturbation of a planetary system by a passing star, this can have counterintuitive consequences that we demonstrate in the following.
We assume a system with two planets that is perturbed in an equal-mass, parabolic, coplanar, and prograde encounter with a pericentre distance of r p,peri . One of the planets has an initial orbital radius of r vpp ≈ 2.7, the other of r vpp ≈ 4. As a result, it is possible that the outer planet ends up on a prograde orbit with e ≈ 0.7 and a/r vpp ≈ 0.4 ⇒ a ≈ 1.6 r p,peri and the inner planet on a prograde orbit with e ≈ 0.9 and a/r vpp ≈ 0.3 ⇒ a ≈ 0.8 r p,peri (see the points labelled a) and b) in Fig. 9) .
A much less likely but also possible outcome is that the outer planet ends up on a prograde orbit with e ≈ 0.3 and a/r vpp ≈ 3.2 ⇒ a ≈ 12.8 r p,peri and the inner planet on a retrograde orbit with e ≈ 0.2 and a/r vpp ≈ 2.2 ⇒ a ≈ 6 r p,peri (see the points labelled with c) and d) in Fig. 9 ). In this case, the final orbital angular momentum of the outer planet would be aligned with the stellar spin axis, and the orbital angular momentum of the inner planet would be flipped by 180
• . This example demonstrates that the outcome of a close fly-by is not necessarily that of the outermost planet being perturbed onto a retrograde orbit, but it can likewise be an inner planet that ends up in this situation. However, r vpp = 4 and r vpp = 2.7 means that the fly-by occurs with Fig. 9 : Position of the sample planets in the VPP space and corresponding final orbital eccentricity (a) and semimajor axes (b). Image (a) taken from Breslau et al. (2017a) , image (b) from the Corrigendum (Breslau et al. 2017b) . In contrast to the original images, not all particles that are finally bound to host or perturber are shown here, but only those that are finally bound to the host. a pericentre distance of 1/4 of the orbital radius of the outer and ≈ 2/5 of the orbital radius of the inner planet. Considering the estimate of fly-by probabilities depending on the minimum distance in Sect. 4, this is a possible but extremely unlikely event for a typical planetary system.
Perturbation of moons during planet-planet scattering
Recently, Hong et al. (2018) have proposed that fly-by perturbations could also have an effect on planetary moons during the planet-planet scattering phase of planetary system formation. If a planetary system forms with several massive planets, dynamical instabilities can develop that may lead to close encounters between planets and even to the ejection of one of the involved planets (Rasio & Ford 1996) . When one of the planets has satellites at that time, the orbits of these satellites may be perturbed by the flyby. How strong this perturbation is depends here on the mass-ratio and the pericentre distance of the fly-by. If the satellites initially are on circular Keplerian orbits around the host planet, the orbit of the fly-by is approximately parabolic, and the influence of the host star is negligible during the event, the perturbation process might deviate only slightly from the perturbation of matter around a star by a stellar mass perturber. In this case, similar results as shown by Breslau et al. (2017a) for stellar fly-bys can be expected.
Consequently, the results presented in this work would also be applicable as first-order approximation. This means it can be speculated that through the planet-planet scattering mechanism, retrograde moons are produced as well. Since in this scenario the probability for nearly coplanar fly-bys is higher than in the case of stellar fly-bys in star clusters, the probability to obtain retrograde objects is also higher (≈ 10-20 %). As shown above, the probability to end up on a retrograde orbit would be higher for moons with larger initial orbital radii. This mechanism could also be an alternative formation scenario to capture for the large retrograde Neptun moon Triton or the large number of small retrograde outer moons of the solar system gas giants. However, this would require more detailed investigations in the future.
Summary and conclusion
We investigated the production of retrograde (ϕ > 90
• ) and counter-orbiting ( ϕ ≈ 180
• ) planets by parabolic fly-bys of stars. Considering different inclinations between the perturber orbit and the orbital plane of the perturbed matter, we found the probability to produce retrograde or counter-orbiting matter to be in general very low for lowmass perturbers. For equal-mass and high-mass perturbers, the probability to produce retrograde objects is about 10%, the production of counter-orbiting objects, that is, the flipping of the orbital angular momentum vector of the planet, is possible in encounters with i ≈ 0
• or i ≈ 180
• . Surprisingly, for these mass-ratios, counter-orbiting objects are more likely to be produced in prograde, coplanar fly-bys (i = 0
• ) than in retrograde, coplanar ones (i = 180 • ). We found the highest probability of ≈ 13% for equal-mass perturbers on prograde, coplanar orbits.
We studied this relatively high probability to produce counter-orbiting matter in prograde fly-bys in more detail by investigating the trajectories leading to this outcome in a special reference frame. For the investigated mass-ratios we found several different mechanisms that may turn initially prograde into retrograde orbits. The mechanism acting on a certain particle depends sensitively on the virtual pericentre position of the particle. For the equal-mass case, we found a range of initial orbital radii for which it is more likely for an object to become counter-orbiting the host than to remain on a prograde orbit.
To judge the general significance of the production of retrograde and counter-orbiting objects in fly-bys, we also investigated the probability of these events as a function of radius, averaged over the inclination of the perturber orbit. The probability to produce a retrograde object in a close fly-by is ≈ 10% for mass ratios of m 1. The probability to produce a counter-orbiting object is about 1%.
Considering also the range of orbital elements of fly-bys, as typical in young star clusters, the production of retro-grade and counter-orbiting planets is possible, but with a relatively low probability. For a more detailed statement about the probability to produce retrograde planets in flybys in star clusters, a more sophisticated analysis is necessary.
Finally, we have investigated some practical consequences of our results. For the counter-orbiting objects in the solar system, we found only a very low probability that their current orbital elements were produced by a prograde, coplanar fly-by of another star. Especially their current semi-major axes are too small to be caused by an encounter that could also be responsible for the mass drop at the outer edge of the solar system.
We have seen that mostly very close fly-bys lead to retrograde or even counter-rotating orbits. Such close fly-bys are much more common in very dense clusters that eventually develop into open clusters than in the typical clusters in the solar neighbourhood (Vincke & Pfalzner 2018) . One prediction of the model we presented here would be that retrograde and counter-orbiting planets should be more common around stars in open clusters than around field stars.
